international circulating peer-reviewed Open Access journal presenting original research contributions and scientific advances in the field of Neurology and …
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Religions is an international, interdisciplinary, peer-reviewed, open access journal on religions and theology, published monthly online by MDPI. Open Access — free for readers, with article processing charges (APC) paid by authors or their institutions.; High Visibility: indexed within Scopus, AHCI (Web of Science), …

**Journal of Clinical Neurophysiology**

Plant Science or more appropriately referred to as Botanical science, is the branch of biological science that involves study of the morphology, anatomy, taxonomy and physiology of plants.

**Religions | An Open Access Journal from MDPI**


**Neurology Journals Author Center | American Academy …**

Journal on Web is an online manuscript processing system which allows you to submit articles and track their progress up to the proof stage. This secure and easy to use service streamlines the uploading, reviewing and editing of …

**Cryptography | Free Full-Text | Contemporary Physical**


**Hemispatial neglect | Journal of Neurology, Neurosurgery**

Journal of Clinical Neurophysiology. Mission Statement. To serve patients and society by publishing and disseminating the highest quality clinical
neurophysiology research and reviews to the medical community. Vision Statement. To optimize neurologic health through dissemination of contemporary clinical …

The Search for True Numbers of Neurons and Glial Cells …

Jan 29, 2021 · Neurology Journal Club submissions are structured evaluations of recent Neurology research articles. The aim is to enhance the training of residents and fellows by providing a critical appraisal of medical literature. Reviews, Research Methods in Neurology, Contemporary Issues in Practice, Education, …

Metapress | A Fast Growing Resource for Young …

Dec 13, 2010 · Life-threatening side effects of selective COX-2 NSAIDs. in December 1998, celecoxib (Celebrex) was approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as the first selective COX-2 inhibitor for treatment of arthritis pain.[92,13,22] Rofecoxib (Vioxx) was approved several months later, followed …

Journal of the American Heart Association | AHA/ASA …

Nov 09, 2021 · The most widely read and highly cited peer-reviewed neurology journal

Journal Rankings on Mathematics (miscellaneous)

National Center 7272 Greenville Ave. Dallas, TX 75231 Customer Service 1-800-AHA-USA-1 1-800-242-8721 Local Info Contact Us

About JAHA - AHA/ASA Journals

Nov 09, 2021 · Internet of things (IoT) technologies have recently gained much interest from numerous industries, where devices, machines, sensors, or simply things are linked with each other over open communication networks. However, such an operation environment brings new security threats and technology …

Plant Science Journal| Open Access Plant Science …

Journal of Phonetics & Audiology, Communication Disorders, Deaf Studies & Hearing Aids, Autism-Open Access, Child Language Teaching and Therapy,
The syndrome of hemispatial neglect is characterised by reduced awareness of stimuli on one side of space, even though there may be no sensory loss. Although it is extremely common, it has proven to be a challenging condition to understand, and to treat. New insights from detailed behavioural and anatomical studies in …

Natural anti-inflammatory agents for pain relief

Although historically reported as rare, contemporary studies have documented myelopathy in some 19%-26% of patients with NS, making it one of the more common neurologic manifestations. Characteristic imaging findings include nodular and linear leptomeningeal contrast enhancement associated with …

International Journal of Gynecological Pathology
Dec 16, 2021 · Journal Impact Factor: 1.48. ISSN: 2471-8084. Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Journal is an international scholarly, peer reviewed journal presenting original research contributions and scientific advances related to the field of Biochemistry & Molecular Biology.

Dec 15, 2016 · For half a century, the human brain was believed to contain about 100 billion neurons and one trillion glial cells, with a glia:neuron ratio of 10:1. A new counting method, the isotropic fractionator, has challenged the notion that glia outnumber neurons

Nov 28, 2021 · This International journal, Journal of Clinical Neuroscience publishes articles on clinical neurosurgery and neurology and the related neurosciences such as neuro-pathology, neuro-radiology, neuro-ophthalmology and neuro-physiology. The journal has a broad International perspective, and
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology Journal | Open Access …

Journal Impact Factor List 2021. Here is the latest Impact Factor List of 2021 provided by the Journal Citation Report (JCR). It contains over 12000 Journals. JCR was earlier published as Science Citation Index, and now it is published by Clarivate Analytics, a Web of Science Group. Impact Factor Calculations

Dysphagia | Home - Springer

Dysphagia is a multidisciplinary journal devoted to swallowing and its disorders. The journal's purpose is to provide an international source of information to physicians and other health professionals interested in this emerging field. Its scope includes all aspects of normal and dysphagic ingestion involving the mouth, …

Journal - Wikipedia

The International Journal of Gynecological Pathology provides complete and timely coverage of advances in the understanding and management of gynecological disease. Emphasis is placed on investigations in the field of anatomic pathology. Articles devoted to experimental or animal pathology clearly …

The Cureus Journal of Medical Science: Peer-Reviewed, …

Nov 27, 2021 · The Spine Journal is the #1 ranked spine journal in the Orthopaedics category and the Clinical Neurology category in the most recent Journal Citation Reports, published by Clarivate. The journal has an Impact Factor of 4.166 and a Citescore of 6.0. To learn more, please visit the Journal Metrics …
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JournalOnWeb: Online manuscript submission and …

Explore the leading weekly interdisciplinary science journal and discover Nature Portfolio journals which publish original research across the life, physical
and clinical sciences. Our academic journals are prestigious titles in a broad range of specialties across 42 journals. Scientific American is the leading source

**Journal Impact Factor**

Nov 05, 2021 · We've remade the medical science journal. At Cureus, we emphasize publishing quality content and enable authors to …

**Home Page: The Spine Journal**

A journal, from the Old French journal (meaning "daily"), may refer to: . Bullet journal, a method of personal organizations; Diary, a record of what happened over the course of a day or other period; Daybook, also known as a general journal, a daily record of financial transactions; Logbook, a record of events important to …
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